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Abstract—The presence of phenomena analogous to phase
transition in Statistical Mechanics, has been suggested in
the evolution of a polygenic trait under stabilizing selection,
mutation and genetic drift.
By using numerical simulations of a model system, we ana-
lyze the evolution of a population of N diploid hermaphrodites
in random mating regime. The population evolves under the
effect of drift, selective pressure in form of viability on an
additive polygenic trait, and mutation. The analysis allows to
determine a phase diagram in the plane of mutation rate and
strength of selection. The involved pattern of phase transitions
is characterized by a line of critical points for weak selective
pressure (smaller than a threshold), whereas discontinuous
phase transitions, characterized by metastable hysteresis, are
observed for strong selective pressure.
A finite size scaling analysis suggests the analogy between
our system and the mean field Ising model for selective
pressure approaching the threshold from weaker values. In
this framework, the mutation rate, which allows the system
to explore the accessible microscopic states, is the parameter
controlling the transition from large heterozygosity (disordered
phase) to small heterozygosity (ordered one).
1. Introduction
The need of applying a statistical approach arises in
physics when the global properties of ensembles containing
a huge number of elementary constituents are studied. In
this case, the behavior of the single element is irrelevant in
favor of more informative averages on the whole ensemble.
In this sense, the situation is strictly analogous in both
Population and Quantitative Genetics, where the focus is on
the analysis of allele frequencies and phenotype distribution
parameters rather than the genetic/phenotypic description of
each individual. The analogy between Quantitative Genetics
and thermodynamics was noted from the very beginning
by R. A. Fisher himself [1]. The development of such
analogy allowed Iwasa to introduce a concept of entropy
for Population Genetics, which satisfies the analogous of
H-theorem [2]. Such information entropy measure ensures
an exact solution at statistical equilibrium [2], [3], [4], [5].
This point of view, can be alternatively seen by defining
a free fitness, namely the entropy divided by population
size plus the mean fitness. The free fitness is maximized
at equilibrium, when natural selection and drift (random
sampling) are at work [2], [5], and provides an analogous
of free energy in thermodynamics.
Many analogies between biological evolution and sta-
tistical physics are present in literature (for a review see
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[6], [7], and reference therein). The presence of phenomena
analogous to phase transition has been also suggested [8],
[9], [10].
In this paper, we analyze in details such phase tran-
sition phenomena in a stochastic model, extensively an-
alyzed in the past years (see for instance Ref. [3], and
references therein). It consists in a population of N diploid
hermaphrodite individuals, reproducing in pairs in a random
mating regime, evolving under the effect of drift, selective
pressure in form of viability, and mutation (we assume
“substitution” mutations). Following Wright’s seminal paper
[17], we consider M different bi-allelic genes additively
combining on the character, and the individual viability
following a Gaussian profile in the trait. Using numerical
simulations of such a model, we determine a phase diagram
in the plane of mutation rate and strength of selection. The
involved pattern of phase transitions is characterized by a
transition from a state, where the alleles of individuals are
roughly randomly distributed, to a state of clones, where in-
dividuals display a unique genome. This transition presents
feature of a second order transition for weak selective
pressure (smaller than a threshold), whereas discontinuous
phase transitions, characterized by metastable hysteresis, are
observed for strong selective pressure.
2. The model
Using numerical simulations, we study a model for
N diploid individuals, sexually reproducing with random
mating between any pairs of individuals. Each individual
i (with i = 1, . . . , N ) is represented by two sequences
of M variables, σikj (where k = 1, 2 stands for the two
genome replicas, and j = 1, . . . ,M runs on different loci).
We refer to σikj as alleles, and assume that each allele can
take two values, ±1. A mutation rate, µ, is introduced, as
the probability of an allele to mutate at each generation
(σikj → −σikj). Similar models were studied in Refs. [18],
[19].
A stabilizing selective pressure on such a phenotype can
be implemented via the survival probability of an individual
i, typically known as viability,
S(pi) ≡ N exp
[−(pi − pm)2ω2/2] , (1)
where N is the suitable normalization constant, ω measures
the strength of selection, pi =
∑M
j=1
∑2
k=1 σikj is the ad-
ditive polygenic phenotype random variable, and pm stands
for the optimum phenotype.
For ω → 0, there is no selective pressure, and all the
microscopic states are equivalent. Whereas, for ω →∞, the
selective pressure is at maximum, and the only surviving
individuals are those with pi = pm. In general, the effect of
the selective pressure is to reduce the accessible phase space
to those microscopic states better conform to the constraint
on the phenotype.
Numerical simulations of the model are performed for
different set of the parameters N , M , ω, and µ. Starting
from a common initial state, where the M variants are
chosen equal to ±1 with equal probability, 30 independent
populations evolve with different random noise. Our choice
of the initial state corresponds to an initial frequency of the
allele “1” in locus j, ρin(j) = 0.5, ∀j = 1, ..,M . During
the evolution
1) two individuals, i1 and i2, are randomly chosen
and an off-spring i is generated, such that σikj of
the off-spring is equal to σi1kj or σi2kj with equal
probability;
2) the alleles are mutated (i.e., σikj → −σikj) with
probability µ (called mutation rate);
3) the newborn individual survives with probability
S(pi), given by Eq. (1);
4) the point 1-3 are iterated until N newborn individ-
uals are generated. Then, the old generation is re-
placed by a new generation of same size N , formed
by off-springs of the previous individuals. Note
that the population size is fixed and not allowed
to fluctuate.
The equilibrium results are independent of the initial as-
sumption about ρin(j). Further analysis is necessary to eval-
uate the effect of the initial state on the out-of-equilibrium
behavior. Hereafter, we choose pm = 0, however prelimi-
nary simulations show the model with a different optimum
(pm 6= 0) displays qualitatively similar behavior.
The connection between the present model and a usual
system of Statistical Mechanics with Ising spins is rather
natural (one can speculate that the random mating is similar
to a long range interaction between pairs of spins in the same
locus). The biological model in absence of selective pres-
sure remembers M independent systems of 2N spins, the
introduction of a selective pressure instead corresponding
to a coupling between different systems. With this analogy
in mind, we introduce the following quantities in order to
describe the macroscopic state of the biological model:
q ≡ 1
M
M∑
j=1
〈|q(j)|〉, (2)
with
q(j) ≡ 1
2N
N∑
i=1
2∑
k=1
σikj , (3)
where 〈. . . 〉 stands for the average over the independently
evolving populations (hereafter simply denoted by ensemble
of populations). In our Statistical Mechanics analogue, the
quantity q(j), Eq. (3), should correspond to the magnetiza-
tion per spin in a system of 2N Ising spins, and q, Eq. (2),
to the average of the magnetization modulus over different
systems. Following the same analogy, we also introduce the
susceptibility, as
χ ≡ 1
M
M∑
j=1
χ(j), (4)
with χ(j) ≡ 2N (〈q(j)2〉 − 〈|q(j)|〉2). It is interesting to
note that the magnetization q(j) of j-th locus is related to the
expected heterozygosity (fraction of heterozygous individ-
uals expected on the basis of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
condition) in the same locus, denoted by hs(j), which is a
more familiar quantity in the Population Genetics context.
Indeed, one can easily prove that
hs(j) ≡ 1
4N2
N∑
i,l=1
2∑
k,n=1
(
1− δσikjσlnj
)
=
=
1
2
(
1− q(j)2) . (5)
In our case, hs(j) essentially coincides with the observed
heterozygosity (observed fraction of heterozygous individ-
uals). From Eq. (5), we see that the minimum of magneti-
zation corresponds to the maximum of heterozygosity, and
vice-versa. Denoting with Hs the average of hs(j) over
different loci and on the ensemble, one can easily prove
that
Hs =
1
2
(
1− χ
2N
− q2
)
(6)
for a very large number of realizations. This occurs since,
in this limit, 〈|q(j)|〉 is independent of j.
3. Results and Discussion
For any fixed set of the parameters, we follow the
evolution of a given population till it asymptotically reaches
a stationary state, which we refer to as steady state, where
we evaluate q and χ. Let us start by focusing our attention
on the role played by mutation rate and selection strength
only, and to this aim we fix the values of N = 1000 and
M = 50. In general, the system reaches the steady state
for values of generation number, which depend on ω and µ.
Two different behaviors are observed in the regime of small
and large selective pressure strength, respectively.
Figure 1. Order parameter, q vs µ, in the steady states for N = 1000 and
ω = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 1, ∞ (from left to right). The continuous
lines are guides for eyes.
In Fig. 1, we report q as a function of µ for different
values of ω. As shown in figure, by decreasing the mutation
rate µ, q goes from small-q (which vanishes in the limit
of large-N ) to q ∼ 1. Note that, for large µ, the alleles
±1 have roughly equal probability (namely, hs(j) ∼ 0.5
for each locus), and hence the steady state does not sig-
nificantly differ from the initial one. On the contrary, for
small µ, the system reaches fixation (i.e., hs(j) ∼ 0 for
each locus). In this case, the individuals are just clones,
namely, for each realization, the population is represented
by a unique genome that is a generic combination of ±1
in a neighborhood of the phenotype optimum (exactly in
the optimum for ω → ∞). The crossover from the state
with small q (large heterozygosity) to the state with q ∼ 1
(small heterozygosity) is characterized by a maximum in
the susceptibility, χ. The value of µ corresponding to such
a maximum is a monotonic increasing function of ω. More-
over, concerning its dependence on M , it is interesting to
observe that it simply scales as 1/M , as one can expect
since 2µM , representing the mutation rate per individual, is
the relevant quantity, ruling the mutations during evolution.
From Fig. 1, it can be easily observed that for weak selection
strength, roughly ω < 0.4 (with blue circles in figure
corresponding to ω = 0.4), one has a smooth crossover
that becomes abrupt for larger ω.
To better analyze the nature of these steady states, and
the crossover from small-q states to large-q ones, we perform
the following numerical experiment. For any value of ω,
starting from a configuration at high mutation rate, we
decrease µ at a given rate µ˙ ≡ ∆µ/∆n (n denoting the
generation number). In other words, the system is kept at a
given value of the mutation rate for an interval ∆n, and, at
the end of it, q and χ are measured. Afterward, the value
of µ is decreased of ∆µ and the procedure is iterated till
µ reaches zero. At this point the procedure is inverted and
µ is increased at the same rate, in analogy to a physical
system, first cooled and then heated at given rate. As usual
in thermodynamics, for any µ, two states are considered
macroscopically equivalent if the measured values of q and
χ coincide. As we will show in the following sections, this
procedure confirms the presence of two different regimes,
for ω < ωc and ω ≥ ωc, respectively, where the threshold
ωc ' 0.4 +O(N−1).
3.1. Small selective pressure
In Fig. 2, q and χ vs µ are plotted for ω = 0.1 at two
different values of the cooling rate. As we see in figure,
for small enough cooling rate, the curves do not depend
on the cooling rate, µ˙, and the two branches, obtained by
decreasing and increasing µ respectively, always coincide.
These behaviors are observed for each value of ω < ωc
(small selective pressure). Moreover, the states obtained with
this procedure in the limit of small cooling rate coincide
with the above defined steady states (pink stars in Fig. 2),
and in some sense, these states can be considered equi-
librium states of the system. The crossover here observed
from large to small heterozygosity, ruled by the mutation
rate and characterized by a maximum in the susceptibility,
strongly resembles a continuous (second order) transition in
Figure 2. Main frame: Order parameter, q vs µ, for ω = 0.1 and N =
1000. The full lines are obtained first cooling the system at fixed µ˙ (the
red line corresponds to 10−8 and the blue line to 10−9), and then heating
it at the same rate. The pink stars correspond to the steady states. Inset:
Susceptibility, χ vs µ, with the same symbols as in the main frame.
a physical system. This observation suggests to study this
transition as a usual critical phenomenon.
From the intersection of the fourth order cumulant, eval-
uated for different sizes of the system, the critical mutation
rate, µc ≡ limN→∞ µc(N), is estimated, and a finite size
scaling analysis is performed in order to evaluate the critical
exponents of the transition.
For an Ising model with vanishing magnetic field 1, the
reduced fourth order cumulant of the order parameter [20]
is given by
U4 = 1− 〈m
4〉
3〈m2〉2 , (7)
where m is the magnetization. Following Ref. [20], as the
system size N → ∞, U4 → 0 for T > Tc and U4 → 2/3
for T < Tc . For large enough values of the size N , all
curves representing U4 as a function of temperature cross
in a point whose location gives the critical point.
A natural extension of Eq. (7) to our biological system
is
U4 ≡ 1
M
M∑
j=1
U4(j), (8)
where
U4(j) = 1− 〈q(j)
4〉
3〈q(j)2〉2 (9)
is the fourth order cumulant of j-th locus, and U4 denotes
the average over the M loci.
1. For vanishing magnetic field (H = 0) the Ising model undergoes
a second order phase transition from a disordered paramagnetic phase
(vanishing magnetization) to an ordered ferromagnetic one (not vanishing
magnetization), at temperature Tc. In the ferromagnetic phase (T ≤ Tc),
the magnetization → 0 at the critical temperature as a power law with
exponent β. For fixed temperature T < Tc, a first order transition
controlled by the magnetic field, is found for vanishing H .
Figure 3. U4 vs µ, for ω = 0.2 and different values of N . The crossing
point is µc ∼ 0.0021. The continuous lines are guides for eyes.
Figure 4. Critical mutation rate, µc (red circles) vs ω, compared with
µc(N), for N = 1000 (blue stars).
In the present case, increasing the mutation rate, in
each locus j it is observed a transition from a disordered
phase to an ordered one. This is in perfect analogy with
the Ising model. Hence, we expect that varying the size
N of the system, all curves for U4 as a function of µ
cross in a point which provides the critical mutation rate
µc ≡ limN→∞ µc(N). Note that µc keeps a dependence on
ω.
In Fig. 3, U4 is plotted as a function of µ for different
values of the size N , having fixed ω = 0.2. As expected, in
the limit of large N we find that U4 tends to 2/3 and to zero
for small and large mutation rate, respectively. The crossing
point, µc, represented by the red circles in Fig. 4, increases
by increasing ω and vanishes in the limit ω → 0. Blue stars
in the same figure correspond to the maximum points of the
susceptibility, namely µc(N) for N = 1000. We find that
µc(N) is smaller than µc for each non vanishing ω, whereas
this behavior reverses for ω = 0.
Next, the critical behavior of the order parameter and
of the susceptibility are studied. Extending the predictions
from finite size scaling analysis in the Ising model [20] to
the present system, we expect that near the critical point
q = N−aq0 (N c) ,
χ = N bχ0 (N
c) , (10)
where  = (µ−µc)/µc, and q0 and χ0 are scaling functions.
A finite size scaling analysis allows to evaluate the
exponents a, b, and c. For each value of ω, Naq and N−bχ
are plotted as a function of N c, where a, b, and c are chosen
in order to rescale the curves for different N onto a unique
one (data not shown).
In a d-dimensional physical system, a, b and c are related
to the critical exponents, ν, β and γ, by the following
relations [20]: a = β/νd, b = γ/νd, and c = 1/νd,
where ν, β and γ depend on the euclidean dimension,
and tend to the mean field exponents in the limit of high
dimension d. Although the space dimension is here not
defined at all, we can evaluate β and γ, from a, b and c,
as β = a/c and γ = b/c. In Table 1, µc and the scaling
exponents obtained for different ω are listed 2. Although
the errors are rather large (of the order of the 10%) and
further analysis is necessary to confirm these findings, the
critical exponents seem to change along the critical line,
and to tend to the mean field Ising critical exponents (i.e.,
β = 0.5 and γ = 1) by approaching ωc. This result can
be interpreted in the following way. The correspondence
between micro-states with optimum phenotype and energy
minima in physical systems is rather natural. Following this
analogy, the growth of ω would correspond to increase the
barriers between two minima. This suggests the possibility
that the selective pressure in some sense plays the role of the
euclidean dimension, controlling the energy landscape of the
system, and the maximum selective pressure corresponds to
the mean field limit, where energy barriers between different
minima become infinite.
For ω = 0, no crossing point is observed in the fourth
order cumulant. Consistently, the maximum point of the
susceptibility µc(N) goes to zero as 1/N (data not shown)
in the limit N → ∞, and the following trivial finite size
scaling is found (data not shown):
q = q0 (µN) ,
χ = Nχ0 (µN) . (11)
It is worth observing, that due to this scaling behavior of
q and χ, the heterozygosity, Hs, defined in Eq. (6) results
scale free for ω = 0. Moreover, in absence of selective pres-
sure, since the loci are independent, there is no dependence
on M at all.
3.2. Hysteresis cycles at large selective pressure
Interestingly, in the region of large selective pressure,
for ω ≥ ωc, a metastable hysteresis appears between small
2. Note that the scaling relation 2β + γ = νd, which in terms of a and
b becomes 2a+ b = 1, is almost everywhere verified.
ω µc a b c β γ
0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0.05 0.00065 0.15 0.7 0.5 0.3 1.4
0.1 0.0014 0.175 0.65 0.5 0.35 1.3
0.13 0.0017 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 1.2
0.2 0.0021 0.25 0.6 0.5 0.5 1.2
TABLE 1. CRITICAL MUTATION RATE AND SCALING EXPONENTS, FOR
DIFFERENT ω.
Figure 5. Order parameter, q vs µ, for N = 1000 and ω → ∞. The
different cycles have been obtained by using different cooling rates.The
black stars reproduce data plotted in Fig. 1 for ω → ∞, obtained by
following the system up to 2 · 106 generation numbers.
and close to 1 values of q, as shown in Fig. 5. Again, for
large mutation rate, the system is at equilibrium in states
with small-q, and, for small mutation rate, is at equilibrium
in states with q ∼ 1. However, the two branches, at small−q
and q ∼ 1 respectively, are both observed for intermediate
values of the mutation rate, depending on the pattern of
µ-variation. Although by decreasing the cooling rate the
hysteresis cycle shrinks, we always see two well distinct
branches on our observation time scales. This behavior is
reminiscent of a discontinuous (first order) transition, where
metastable hysteresis is usually observed. In this case, the
distinction of long-lived metastable states from equilibrium
states is rather difficult, since the lifetime of the metastable
states may be longer than the observation time. As it can
be seen in Fig. 5, the states, obtained decreasing µ at
small µ˙, coincide with the steady states, reached by the
system for very large generation numbers. Hence, in this
case the so-called steady states, which are stationary on our
observation time scales, are likely metastable. Note that in
Fig. 5 the hysteresis curves are plotted for ω → ∞, where
this phenomenon is more evident.
Our findings are efficaciously summarized in Fig. 6,
where the phase diagram for a system of N = 1000
individuals is shown in the plane (µ, 1/ω). For ω < ωc, we
plot 1/ω as function of the maximum point of χ, µc(ω,N)
(data already shown in Fig. 4). The blue line should give, in
the thermodynamic limit, a line of critical points, where the
continuous transition from small-q to q = 1 phase should
be observed. In the region at large µ, the system is found in
the Disordered Phase (DP), and in the region at small µ it is
found in the Ordered Phase (OP). Above ωc, data depend on
the cooling rate and the susceptibility displays two maxima,
depending on the pattern of µ-variation. Red circles in Fig. 6
correspond to the maximum points of χ, along the hysteresis
loop obtained at the smallest cooling rate, µ˙ = 10−9. In this
region, the system behaves as a physical system undergoing
a discontinuous transition controlled by the mutation rate.
Between the two red lines, the two phases coexist.
Figure 6. Phase diagram in the plane (µ, 1/ω) for a system of size N =
1000 (see text for explanations). DS indicates the Disordered Phase, OS
the Ordered Phase and CR the Coexistence Region. The continuous lines
are guides for eyes.
3.3. Heterozygosities
The analysis on the dependence of the order parameter,
q¯, on the mutation rate, µ, is also carried out for the expected
heterozygosity of the single population, Hs, and for the
expected heterozygosity measured on the set of populations
as a whole, Ht. As for q, hysteresis cycles are observed
for ω ≥ ωc (data not shown). Interestingly, Hs and Ht
display different behaviors for small mutation rate. Figs. 7
shows that Hs ∼ 0.5 and Ht ∼ 0.5, for large mutation
rate, whereas Hs ∼ 0 and Ht ∼ 0.5 (we expect Ht = 0.5
for Np → ∞), for small mutation rate, where the inde-
pendently evolving populations (although initially identical)
reach fixation in generally different (but macroscopically
equivalent) micro-states, developing a genetic diversity. This
phenomenon is in some sense analogous of the sponta-
neously symmetry breaking in physical system.
4. Comparison with literature and Conclusions
In summary, we have analyzed the evolution of a pop-
ulation of N diploid individuals, sexually reproducing with
random mating, evolving under the effect of a Gaussian
viability depending on an additive polygenic trait. Using
the standard tools of Statistical Mechanics, we show that the
Figure 7. Main frame: Ht vs µ, in the steady states for N = 1000 and
ω = 0, 0.1, 0.2 (from left to right). Inset: Hs vs µ, in the steady states
for N = 1000 and ω = 0, 0.1, 0.2 (from left to right). The continuous
lines are guides for eyes.
system displays a complex phase diagram with a transition
from a disordered to an ordered phase, controlled by the
mutation rate. We provide the phase diagram in the (µ,
ω) plane, showing that the order of the transition changes
depending on the strength of selection, being continuous for
weak selective pressures and discontinuous for strong ones.
Similar findings are expected for a population of 2N haploid
individuals.
Many analogies are found in literature between evolution
and Statistical Mechanics, and they are not all equivalent. In
our picture, the mutation rate plays the role of temperature
in statistical physics (and N plays the same role of the
finite dimension in physics systems), in agreement with
Leuthausser’s analogy between the Eigen model and an
Ising system [12]. In other formulations (see for instance
[4], [21]), temperature is instead related to population size.
In Ref. [4], small mutation rates are considered, and popu-
lations are always in our fixation limit, i.e. they are made
by clones. Then, the system state is a point in the genome
space (which here is a 2M dimensional space), and not a
point in the 2MN configurational space of individuals. In
this limit, the mutation rate does not affect the steady state,
and can merely influence the dynamics of the system. These
two divergent points of view can be reconciled if one thinks
about the main source of stochasticity that for large µ and
N is dominated by the mutation rate (present analysis), and
that on the contrary, for small µ and N is dominated by
the random drift (see for instance [4]). Since the quantity
representing the main source of stochasticity is the natural
candidate to play the role of temperature, this would explain
the different approaches present in literature.
The presence of phenomena analogous to phase transi-
tions is also not new in biological evolution, in particular
in the quasi-specie context [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
in strict analogy with the critical mutation rate here found,
the error threshold is the critical value of the mutation rate,
below that the population is closely centered around the
fitness peak, and above that it is roughly distributed over
all the accessible space, losing the favorable sequence. We
observe that µc is a monotonic increasing function of ω,
with a fix point in µc = 0 for ω = 0 (obviously, in
absence of selective pressure, the system is always in the
disordered phase). Increasing the selective pressure, values
of µc roughly between 6 · 10−4 and 2 · 10−3 are observed.
Since the relevant quantity is the mutation rate per individ-
ual, 2µM , we expect that µc simply scales as 1/M (similar
behaviors are observed for the error threshold in the single-
peaked landscape [6]). Thus, we can speculate that, in viral
populations, where mutation rate is estimated between 10−4
and 10−5, systems near these transitions can exist.
For future, we intend to study the effect of a different
choice for the optimum of the viability, pm. It is interesting
to explore how our findings change considering a less de-
generate case (the case here considered pm = 0 is the most
degenerate one), or even a non-reachable optimum value. In
particular, we intend to investigate how the hysteresis cycles
found at large selective pressure depend on this particular
choice. Preliminary simulations show that the model with
a different optimum (pm 6= 0) displays qualitatively similar
behavior, with ωc decreasing as |pm| increases. However,
further work is necessary to confirm this behavior and to
understand its meaning. Finally, the effect of a different form
for the viability will be also investigated. In particular, the
model can be easily extended to include multiple optimal
phenotypes and, thus, be used to study speciation.
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